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Resumo

Neste trabalho definimos mergulho néo enodado de S” x Sq em SH”? (7), q 2 l) e
caracterizamos estes mergulhos em termos de D’”‘H x S” (on Sp >< D7“) em SM”?
cujo bordo é a imagcm de um dado mergulho 0 cm termos de um S”+"+' cm .S"’+”+2

que contém a imagem do mergulho.
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Abstract. In this note, we define unknotted embeddings of Sp >< Sq into ST’+"+2

(p, q 2 1) and characterize them in terms of DP‘H x Sq (or Sp >< D‘I'H) in .S’7’+"+2

bounded by the image ofa given embedding and in terms of an embedded S”+q+1
in .S'T’+’l+2 which contains the image of the embedding.

Let f : S” x Sq —> Sp+q+2 be a smooth embedding, where p and q are
integers greater than or equal to one.

DEFINITION 1. Suppose that 517+"+1 is embedded in 5'erqu2 in a standard man-
ner. We say that f is standard if f(Sp >< Sq) is the boundary of a tubular
neighborhood of a standardly embedded p—sphere in SP+Q+1(C Sp+4+2). (Note
that this is equivalent to saying that f (Sp x Sq) is the boundary of a tubular
neighborhood of a standardiy embedded q—sphere in Sp+q+1.) We say that f is
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unknotted if it is isotopic to a standard embedding in Sp+q+2. Note that un-
knotted embeddings are unique up to ambient isotopy of SW”? (Here we are
interested in the image of the embedding f (Sp >< Sq) and not the embedding

map f itself.)

In [HK], Hosokawa and Kawauchi defined unknotted surfaces in S4 and
showed that a surface embedded in S4 is unknotted if it is isotopic to a surface
which lies on a standardly embedded 53 in 54. In this note, we characterize the
unknotted embeddings of S” x Sq in Sp+q+2 in a similar manner.

For every integer n 2 1, we denote byi : SO(n) —> SO(n+ 1) the canonical
inclusion. Our main result of this note is the following.

THEOREM 1. Let f : 5px Sq —» SP+Q+2 be asmooth embedding. pr,q 2 2,q <
2p + 1 and z} : 7rq(SO(p +1)) —> 7rq(SO(p + 2)) is surjective, then the following
conditions are equivalent.

(1) The embedding f is unknotted.

(2) f(.5'p >< Sq) bounds D1")r1 x Sq smoothly embedded in Sp+q+2.

(3) There exists an embeddingg : S” x Sq —> SpJflhL1 such that the image of
Sp x Sq by the composite ofg with the standard embedding Sp+q+1 —+ SW"?+2

is isotopic to f(S”’ >< Sq) in 570+”?

Proof. First suppose the condition (3). Then, since p, q 2 2, we see that
g(5"’ x Sq) bounds D”+1 x Sq smoothly embedded in Sp+q+1 by (K, W, G,
LNS]. Thus the condition (2) is satisfied.

Now suppOse the condition (2). Since D”+1 x Sq can be embedded in
SPHH, it suffices to show that the embeddings of D’”1 x Sq into Sp+q+2 are
unique up to isotopy.

For the proof, we consider the following construction. Let (p : Sq —+ SP+Q+2

be an arbitrary smooth embedding with trivial normal bundle up. We fix a
trivialization up E” S“ x Rm“2 and we introduce the standard metric on Rp+2. We

can identify N = {v E uwl H1)” 5 1} with the tubular neighborhood of cp(Sq) in
Sp+q+2. For every smooth map 6: S" ——> SO(p+2),£(a:) = (§1(33), - -- ,§p+2(m))
(a: E Sq,§i($) 6 RV”), we define the embedding 905 : Der1 x S“ —> S’H'”2
by <P5((“17'“ 7(Lp+1),~73) = ($’(L1§1(l‘) "i” ' " + ap-pr-H($)) E N C 5" >< RP”,
where we identify Dth1 with the unit disk in RP“. Note that the isotopy class
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of (pg does not change even if we change 5 : Sq —+ 50 (p + 2) homotopically.

Now let C : Der1 x Sq —> Serqu2 be an arbitrary smooth embedding. Then
the embedding (p = (|{0}X Sq has a trivial normal bundle. Furthermore, it is not
difficult to see that the original embedding C is isotopic to (pg for some smooth

map 6 : Sq —> SO(p+2). Since 2}, : 7rq(SO(p+1)) —> 7rq(5'0(p+2)) is surjective
by our hypothesis, we may assume that § is a map into SO(p + 1). Thus,
using the trivialization UV, 2 54 x RP“, we see that the image of (pg coincides

with Sq x D C N, where D = {(a1,--- ,ap+1,0) E Rp+2|af+~~+ag+1§ 1}.

Therefore, the isotopy class of the embedding (pg only depends on the embedding
(p : Sq ——> Sp+q+2. On the other hand, since p+q+2 > 3(q+1)/2, we see that the
isotopy classes of smooth embeddings of Sq into S'thqJr2 are unique up to isotopy
by [H]. Thus the isotopy classes of smooth embeddings of Der1 x Sq —> Sp“?+2

are unique up to isotopy. Thus (2) implies (3). Furthermore this argument shows
that the condition (2) implies the condition (1). It is clear that (1) implies (2).

This completes the proof. ||

Since SO(p+2) fibers over S”1 2 SO(p+2)/SO(p+1) with fiber SO(p+1),
we have the exact sequence

7rq(SO(p + 1)) ’—*> 7rq(SO(p + 2)) —> MSW).

Thus, if q < p+ 1, then 2} : 7rq(SO(p+ 1)) —> 7rq(SO(p+2)) is surjective. Hence

we have

COROLLARY 1. Let f : Sp xSq —> 519+“2 be asmooth embedding. pr 2 q 2 2,
then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) The embedding f is unknotted.

(2) f (5” X 5”) bounds Dth1 x 54 smoothly embedded in WW”.
(3) There exists an embedding g : S” x Sq —> Sp+q+1 such that the image of

5” x Sq by the composite ofg with the standard embedding Sp+q+1 ——> Sp+q+2

is isotopic to f(Sp >< Sq) in Sp+q+2.

REMARK 1. The above arguments show that, in general, the number of isotopy
classes of embeddings of Der1 x S” into Slflrql'2 does not exceed the number of
elements of 7r,,(S()(p + 2))/i*7rq(S()(p + 1)), which is smaller than or equal to
the order of 7rq(S’"H).



REMARK 2. In Theorem 1, ifp < 2q+1 and it : 7rp(SO(q+1)) ——> 7rp(SO(q+2))
is surjective, then the three conditions are also equivalent to the following.

(2)’ f(Sp >< Sq) bounds Sp x Dq+1 smoothly embedded in 579+“?

For example, it is well-known that 7rn+4(5'”) = 0,71 2 6,7rn+5(.5'”) = 0,71 2 7

and 7rn+12(S") = 0,n 2 14. Using these facts, we see that when (p, q) =
(n +4,n — 1),n z 6, (n +5,n — 1),n 2 7, (n + 12,n —1),n 2 14, the three
conditions in Theorem 1 are also equivalent to (2)’ above.

In Theorem 1, when p or q is equal to one, we have the following.

THEOREM 2. Let f : Sp x 51 —> Sp+3 be a smooth embedding. pr = 1, 2, then
the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) The embedding f is unknotted.

(2) f(S” x 51) bounds D”1 x S1 smoothly embedded in SPH.

(2)’ f(Sp x 51) bounds S” x D2 smoothly embedded in SP”.

(3) There exists an embedding g : S” x 51 —-+ Sp+2 such that the image of
Sp x 51 by the composite ofg with the standard embedding Si”+2 ——> Sp+3 is

isotopic to f(S"7 x 51) in Sp”.

Proof. When p = 1, the conditions (2) and (2)’ coincide and they imply
(1) and (3), which we can see by using the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 1. The condition (3) implies (2) and (2)’ by Alexander’s torus theorem
[A]. The condition (1) clearly implies (2) and (2)’.

Now suppose that p = 2. Then we see that the condition (2) implies the
condition (3) by using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose
the condition (3). Then by [LNS], f (Sp x 51) bounds a simply connected 4—

manifold F homeomorphic to 52 x D2 in 55. (In fact, F is smoothly h—cobordant

to 52 x D2.) Now let F0 be the standard 52 x D2 embedded in S5. By a
finite iteration, say m, of the boundary connected sum operation of F, F0 with
the standard punctured 52 x 52 embedded in 55, we see that F fj(]j’"'52 x 52)
is diffeomorphic to Fouwms‘l x 52) (for example, see [La, Q]) Furthermore,
their Seifert matrices coincide (for a definition of a Seifert matrix, see [Le], for

example). Then by using the techniques of [Le, S], we see that 817 and OFO are
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isotopic in 55. Thus the condition (2)’ is satisfied. Furthermore, the condition

(2)’ implies the condition (2), since the smooth embeddings of 52 in 55 are
unique and 7r2(50(3)) = 0. These arguments show that the conditions (2), (2)’

and (3) imply (1). It is clear that the condition (1) implies the others. This

completes the proof. H

We do not know if the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds also for p 2 3. (The
crucial point is that the embeddings of S” in Sp+3 are not necessarily unique up
to isotopy if p 2 3.) Note that Theorem 2 for p = 1 has already been obtained
by Hosokawa and Kawauchi [HK].

REMARK 3. In Corollary 1, the two conditions (1) and (2) are not equivalent to
the following condition (2)’ in general.

(2)’ f(S” >< Sq) bounds S” x Dqu1 smoothly embedded in 5P+q+2,

For example, consider the case where q = p — 1 with p odd. In this case, in the
exact sequence

msom) i» np<50(p+1>) 2+ was”) A flp—1(50(p)),

7rp_1(SO(p)) has finite order, since p — 1 is even, where 7r : SO(p+ 1) ——> S” is

the canonical projection. Thus the image of m : 7rp(SO(p + 1)) ——> 7rp(5'p) E Z

is infinite cyclic, say kZ (k' > 0). For every n E Z, let 5" : S” —> SO(p + 1) be

a smooth map such that 71” o 5” represents the element of 7rp(Sp) corresponding
to nk. Then, using the standard embedding np : S” —> 527°“, construct the
embedding (n = (Pin : Dp x S” —> SZP'H as in the proof of Theorem 1. Here
we take the trivialization up "5 S” x RP“ so that S” x {(1,0, - -- ,O)} C N has
linking number 0 with Sp x {(0, ~ - -

, 0)} in 52W”. Then consider the embeddings
777, = C,,|3(Dpx5p) (n E Z). They bound D” x 510 embedded in 5270“. We show
that 7),,(Sp‘1 x S”) is not isotopic to 77,,,,(S”“1 x S”) if |n| 7é |m|. This is seen as
follows. It is not difficult to see that the Seifert matrix of Cn(Dp x S”) is equal to
(ink). Thus the Alexander polynomial of 77,,(S’7"‘1 x S”) is equal to nk(t — 1); in
other words, the p—th homology group in integral coefficients of the infinite cyclic
covering space of the complement of 7)n(S”"l x S”) in 52p+1 is isomorphic to
F/[ as a F-module, where F = Z[t,t"1] and 1 is the ideal generated by nk(t - 1).
Thus 777,057"1 x S”) is isotopic to 77,,,,(Sp_l x Sp) only if |n| = |m| In particular,
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there exist pairwise non-isotopic infinitely many embeddings of Sp >< Si"1 into
521°“ which satisfy the condition (2)’ with q = p — 1.

The above example also shows that the condition on i, : 7rq (SO(p + 1)) ——+

7rq(SO (p + 2)) is essential in Theorem 1.
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